Webinar 8 Chat: SDGs 15 and 16 - Life on Land, and Peace, Justice, and Strong Institutions (29 June 2023)

08:03:32 From Uso Inteligente ASV AC, Birgilio Rivera: Greetings from Mexico, Birgilio Rivera, Uso Inteligente ASV AC/Smart Use www.usomx.com
08:03:58 From Rubina James: hello from Nairobi Kenya
08:03:59 From Bridget Masikati: greetings from zimbabwe
08:04:02 From Iman AbdEl Al to Hosts and panelists: Good day from Lebanon
08:04:09 From Rabeb Aloui: Hello everyone, I'm Rabeb Aloui from Tunisia
08:04:30 From Lillie Perry: Hey, do u want a copy of the transcript? I am recording with this app https://zoom.beulr.com/, was planning to email it out. Lmk if you want a copy :)
08:04:38 From Njoroge Waiganjo: Hello from Nairobi, Kenya
08:04:43 From Majdi Alnajjar to Hosts and panelists: Greetings from Oslo 😊
08:05:10 From Emmanuel Gore: Greeting to you all, I am from South Sudan
08:05:26 From Dr. Ify Ofong: Hi everyone, good to be here. Dr. Ify Ofong, from WorldWIDE Network Nigeria.
08:05:30 From Ngole Modecai Ewang: hello everyone am Ngole Modecai Ewang from Cameroon
08:05:41 From Anushreedha Sivanandan: Hello everyone..... greetings from India
08:05:51 From Florence Agwang: greeting
08:05:51 From James Mawanda: Hello, colleagues! James Mawanda from Uganda, and I am happy to be here.
08:05:53 From AKM ANISUR RAHMAN: Hi every one, This is AKM ANISUR RAHMAN Greetings from Bangladesh, Wish you all are very well.
08:05:59 From Esosa Orhue: Hi everyone, Esosa from Nigeria
08:06:09 From Thongdam PHONGPHICHITH: Hello!!!Thongdam Phongphichith from SAEDA Lao PDR.
08:06:15 From NOOR MUJTABA: Good afternoon, everyone. My name is Noor Mujtaba and I am the Chapter Lead of Fridays For Future (a youth-led climate organization). It's great to be here.
08:06:18 From Loretta Ahuokpeme: hi everyone, Loretta Ahuokpeme, ED, Amaclare Connect and Development Initiative ACDI operating in Nigeria. glad to be here
08:06:25 From Ibrahima Seck: Hello, I am Ibrahima SECK from FENAB SENEGAL
08:06:38 From Henry O-Sintim: hELLO ALL Henry SO, University of Ghana
08:06:42 From P S KRISHNA: This is Green Krishna from Dr.MGR ERI UNIVERSITY, Chairman of MGR IGEN ENSAV Club, Head of IGEN CYCLE4GREEN and Committee members of Institution of Engineers India. You can catch me through https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100086486316090&mibextid=ZbWKwL
08:06:45 From ATM Zakir Hossain: Greetings. I am ATM Zakir Hossain, Executive Director, Jagrata Juba shangha (JJS ), Bangladesh
08:06:45 From Bikash Ranjan Rautray: Greetings to everyone from ARASMIN-India!
08:06:55 From vijaykumar mopuri to Hosts and panelists: Hellow everybosy good morning and goodevening vijaykumar mopuri MailID: vijaykumar.envi@outlook.com. Freelance consultant and maember of SER
08:07:03 From Sar Mory: Hi everyone! Greeting from Cambodia. I am Sar Mory from Cooperation Committee for Cambodia.
08:07:03 From P S KRISHNA: Join our Community towards Green SDG goals and Stay our mother Earth as Greener and sustainably
The Institution of Green Engineers (IGEN) has launched its app.
All members are invited to join using below link and get their member ID card - Powered by Kutumb App
https://kutumb.app/the-institution-of-green-engineers?ref=M3GVP&screen=id_card_section
08:07:44  From Dr.E.M.B. Daniel : Hello everyone, greetings from Dr.Daniel, Lanka Fundamental Rights Organization, Sri Lanka
08:07:51  From Joseph Antoine NJANDA TCHOYOU : NJANDA TCHOYOU Joseph Antoine, coordonateur adjoint de l’association: AFRICAN ENVIRONMENTAL NETWORK depuis le Cameroun
08:08:09  From Ezeani Nwannedinamba : Ezeani Anthony N from Nigeria. Certified SDGs Advocate from SDSN Youth Nigeria and Climate Actor.
08:08:13  From Ezeani Nwannedinamba : https://www.linkedin.com/in/ezeani-nwannedinamba-56936a171?trk=contact-info
08:09:02  From Ezeani Nwannedinamba : Member MGCY-Official Constituency of UNEA
08:09:19  From Janet Akugizibwe : Hello everyone am Janet Akugizibwe, Tree Adoption Uganda
08:09:48  From Karuna Singh to Hosts and panelists : Karuna Singh, Regional Director EARTHDAY.ORG
08:09:56  From kayanga peter : kayanga peter from Disability peoples forum Uganda ,good evening all
08:10:20  From Ayele Desalegn Woldemariam : Greetings to you all. I'm from Ethiopia
08:10:20  From Muguro David Ngige : Good Morning /Afternoon everyone. I am Muguro David Ngige of Dajopen Waste Management in Kitale, Kenya.
08:10:43  From Louk Andrianos : Warm greetings from Crete, WCC - Greece
08:11:15  From Douglas Worts to Hosts and panelists : Greetings! Douglas Worts, Culture & Sustainability Specialist, here in Toronto, Canada.
08:11:30  From Moses Lubanga : Good evening am from Uganda
08:11:42  From Hemsing Hurynag : Hi,all. I am Hemsing of DION, the NGO Network of SIDS, in Mauritius.
08:11:53  From Rasheedat Oyinloye : hello 🌿 I'm Rasheedat Oyinloye from Federal college of Agric Produce Technology Kano state, Nigeria
08:12:06  From Charles Nouhan : Many thanks to all of you for joining us today
08:12:06  From Majdi Alnajjar to Hosts and panelists : I am privileged to participate through all webinars 🎉🎉 thanks 😊
08:12:10  From Ken Kinney to Hosts and panelists : Good morning/afternoon, Ken Kinney from The Development Institute, Ghana. Thanks for this opportunity to be here and meeting you all.
08:12:11  From Gloria Okeyo : Hello everyone, I'm Gloria Okeyo, a pharmacy student from Maseno University in Kenya and a Nuclear Energy enthusiast
08:12:25  From Younoussa Keita : Younoussa KEITA, République de Guinée, président fondateur de EDER (Environnement, Développement et Énergies Renouvelables) ongeder1@yahoo.com, WhatsApp : 00224656117955
08:12:27  From Majdi Alnajjar to Hosts and panelists : Thanks Charles and others ❤️
08:12:58  From Liboh Etienne Nfor : greetings everyone. I'm Etienne Nfor Liboh from the Foundation for Environment and Development (FEDEV) Cameroon
08:13:14  From Engr. Abdul Qayyum : UN SDG 16 provides sustainable justice. Courtiers like Pakistan, where still the SC is controlled by the then Justice Munir, needs special attention
08:14:05  From Justine Mwanje : Hello everyone, from an unusually wet Nakigalala village, Uganda.
08:14:09  From Lucilene Morandi : Hello everyone, I am Lucilene Morandi from the Gender and Economy Research Center at the Fluminense Federal University in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
From Jeddlee Kinnii: Hello everyone, I am Jeddlee S. Kinnii, representing African Youth peer Review Committee/Liberia

From Yeshambel Chekol: Good afternoon, Yeshambel Mekuriaw from Ethiopia

From Deepti Karan Weiss to Hosts and panelists: Warm pacific greetings from Fiji. Happy to join you all!

From Marianna Leite: Hi all, this is Dr Marianna Leite, Global Advocacy and Development Policy Manager - ACT Alliance

From Naim Kapucu: Greetings from the University of Central Florida, Orlando USA

From Grace Scent: Happy to be here. Grace Scey - Niger Delta University Bayelsa-State-Nigeria

From Zidane SATIGNON KUESSI: Hello everyone. Je suis Zidane SATIGNON KUESSI.

From Grace Scent: Grace Scent - NDU, Bayelsa-State-Nigeria

From Engr. Abdul Qayyum: What's the goal here? Promote peaceful and inclusive societies for sustainable development, provide access to justice for all and build effective, accountable and inclusive institutions at all levels, what if the SC of Pakistan, until today do not have any regard of the conflict of interest.

From P S KRISHNA: Join our Community towards Green SDG goals and Stay our mother Earch as Greener and sustainably

The Institution of Green Engineers (IGEN) has launched its app. All members are invited to join using below link and get their member ID card - Powered by Kutumb App

https://kutumb.app/the-institution-of-green-engineers?ref=M3GVP&screen=id_card_section

From Nelly Wanjiku: Hi all, Nelly from Kenya.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/nelly-wanjiru-07b7a3132

From Lucy Ndungu: Greetings everyone, Mwanamisi Mududu from Nairobi Kenya.

From Engr. Abdul Qayyum: How does this goal apply to me, wherever I live? Crimes that threaten the foundation of peaceful societies, including, human trafficking and other organized crimes, as well as discriminatory laws or practices, affect all countries. Even the world’s greatest democracies face major challenges in addressing corruption, crime and human rights violations for everyone at home. Policymakers need special attention, otherwise??

From Charles Nouhan: Please note that questions should be placed in the Q&A section, not the chat section. Chat is for you to communicate with each other, or share information relevant to this webinar.

From Charles Nouhan: Please also note that we are not able at this point to take live questions, to raised hands cannot be taken. Thanks for understanding.

From Mamadou SARR: Bonjour tout le monde

From Dr Sudhir Joshi: Hello everyone Myself Dr Sudhir Joshi Founder & Director SDG Brigade India District AYUSH officer Govt of Gujarat India Working for SDG 2030

From Fiona Ryan to Hosts and panelists: There are no countries with low GDPs which also have high hujman development indicators.

From Fiona Ryan: There are no countries with low GDPs which also have high hujman development indicators.

From FOBI MITERAND: Fobi Miterand Asoh, Founding President Nanny Africa, 1st Vice President ROOHCAM

From Engr. Abdul Qayyum: Transformation of energy, to get rid of fossil fuel, and achieve, "Affordable, Clean and Modern Energy for all" is possible only through the true application of UN SDG 16.
08:25:59 From RUGONDERA Yves to Hosts and panelists: Bon après-midi, le son ne sort de notre coté! Yves RUGONDERA, actuel Directeur Exécutif de l’ALUCOVIS-APDD (Association de Lutte Contre les Violences Sexuelles et Appui à la Promotion du Développement Durable) en pays du Burundi. courriel : rugondey@gmail.com ou alucovisburundi@gmail.com

08:27:18 From damian-mary adeleke: Good afternoon from Nigeria I am Damian-Mary programme Manager, civil Society Action Coalition on Education For All

08:30:44 From kayanga peter : thanks

08:31:07 From Abdul Waheed : Abdul waheed here from Pakistan

08:31:17 From Abdul Waheed : hi everyone

08:31:51 From Peter Aburi to Hosts and panelists: Thank you so much Jan-Gustav! What are we waiting for? Great presentation

08:32:42 From Jane Kimathi: Good afternoon or good morning from Kenya 🇰🇪

08:32:44 From Gilbert Mugisho: Hi I am Gilbert MUGISHO, from CONGO DRC

08:32:52 From marta benavides: Gracias Jan-Gustav, the presentation on point well, we need to work on the root causes of the human footprint on MotherEarth, it is not about better but on Different world order, the individual practices rooted on the intentional exploitation of Enterprise of Planet and peoples, MgrRomero of El Salvador kept calling for this truth to guide our work, go to the root causes, and today ck on this on practices of indigenous, First Nations through time, and yet never really affirmed... marta benavides- Siglo XXIII, El Salvador (Cushcatan, ancestral name)

08:32:52 From Tolede ADANMENOUKON: Greetings to everyone, Tolede Adanmenoukon from FOJAR Civil Society Organization. Benin Republic. Thank you

08:33:12 From marta benavides to Hosts and panelists: Gracias Jan-Gustav, the presentation on point well, we need to work on the root causes of the human footprint on MotherEarth, it is not about better but on Different world order, the individual practices rooted on the intentional exploitation of Enterprise of Planet and peoples, MgrRomero of El Salvador kept calling for this truth to guide our work, go to the root causes, and today ck on this on practices of indigenous, First Nations through time, and yet never really affirmed... marta benavides- Siglo XXIII, El Salvador (Cushcatan, ancestral name)

08:33:24 From Abdul Waheed: Abdul waheed

08:33:33 From Maamalifar M. Poreku: Hello everyone, I am Maamalifar JPIC ROMA. My contacts malifarporeku@yahoo.com

08:33:51 From Abdul Waheed: my contacts csunap@gmail.com WhatsApp 00923332161801

08:34:31 From Samir Das: Samir Kumar Das, IMAECSED, India congrats to all

08:34:52 From Charles Nouhan to Ruth Kosgei and all panelists: Hi Ruth…we cannot invite you to speak. Do please put your question in the Q&A section. Thanks.

08:35:02 From Bridget Masikati: 8

08:35:18 From Gilbert Mugisho: Gilbert MUGISHO from ONG CONVD Kinshasa Congo DRC. My contact is gilbertmugisho2014@gmail.com thanks

08:36:11 From Medani Bhandari: Medani.bhandari@gmail.com (USA)


08:37:02 From Abdul Waheed: WhatsApp me 00923332161801

08:37:15 From Thandi Katlholo to Hosts and panelists: Hello everyone Thandi Katlholo from Botswana green Building Council .thkatlholo@gmail.com

08:37:40 From Bridget Masikati: bridgetmasikati@gmail.com

08:38:00 From Charles Nouhan: Reminder: Please note that questions should be placed in the Q&A section, not the chat section. Chat is for you to communicate with each other, or share information relevant to this webinar. Thank you.
08:38:18 From FOBi MITERAND: the One Health Approach i.e. healthy people, healthy environment and healthy animals
08:38:22 From Michael Musenga: Michael Musenga, Children’s Environmental Health Foundation, Zambia Thank you to all this important event
08:38:44 From FOBi MITERAND: Cameroon is actively championing One Health
08:39:13 From Vijay Kumar Mopuri to Hosts and panelists: Hello everybody good morning and good evening Vijay Kumar Mopuri. MailID: vijaykumar.envi@outlook.com. Freelance consultant and member of SER
08:39:24 From Abdul Waheed: ok Good
08:40:35 From Joni Carley to Hosts and panelists: Leaving no one behind requires deep systemic change such that we move into circular models which would eradicate the place of “behind”.
08:40:50 From Joseph DENOUGBETO: Hello everyone. I’m Joseph DENOUGBETO from Cotonou, Benin. Thank you very much for organizing this important webinar.
08:41:54 From AKM ANISUR RAHMAN: I am now working to develop sustainable prefab modular house by the Name of EASY BUILD, for the poor people of Bangladesh to meet the huge crisis of housing. Looking for the opportunity to collaborate to work Under UNDRR to take the challenge to execute the sustainable development goals. My Contract mail is: akmrahmanbd@gmail.com
08:43:38 From FOBi MITERAND: ma’am you are right especially on the issues of the importation of HHPs from Europe to global South. the BRS conventions are not respected
08:43:39 From Rachael Misan-Ruppee: Hello everyone, Dr. Rachael Misan-Ruppee, of Development Initiative for Community Impact, Nigeria
08:44:27 From FOBi MITERAND: Life on Land is at risk because of these HHPs importation from EU
08:44:41 From Abdul Waheed: agreed
08:44:46 From Michael Musenga to Hosts and panelists: Prof. Elisa, this very good pls send us the recording one also I ill appreciat
08:46:37 From FOBi MITERAND: pesticides affect human health alot as well as animal and environment health. Cameroon One Health CSOs are actively working to combat these issues in the country including the fight and prevention of Zoonoses. miterandfobi@gmail.com
08:48:25 From FOBi MITERAND: Reseau OSC One Health Cameroon (ROOHCAM) was created to combat these issues and design better national framework to provide better health solutions to local communities
08:49:12 From Dr. Noman Qadir: Are we going to receive copy of slides & recordings lateron?
08:50:04 From FOBi MITERAND: I will really love to receive the slides of this wonderful presentation. thanks Ma’am
08:50:41 From Charles Nouhan: Yes, you will get a link tomorrow morning to the recording and any PPPs from today.
08:51:02 From FOBi MITERAND: thanks
08:51:02 From kayanga peter: wonderful
08:51:05 From Abdul Waheed: ok
08:51:10 From Jane Kimathi: Thank you
08:51:10 From Abdul Waheed: thanks
08:51:14 From Gloria Okeyo: Thank you so much
08:51:16 From Tolede ADANMENOUKON: Good
08:51:23 From Dr Sudhir Joshi: Thank you
08:51:30 From Pradeep Dadlani: thanks
08:51:50 From RUGONDERA Yves to Hosts and panelists: Merci beaucoup, chère prof
From Dr Dandi Vasudha Rani to Hosts and panelists: Thank you.
From Janet Akugizibwe: very good.
From Amparo Elisa Rojas Ramirez: Thank you.
From Maria Fornella to Hosts and panelists: Thank you, Ms Morgera. Wonderful presentation.
From Prof. Elisa Morgera, University of Strathclyde to Hosts and panelists: thank you, Maria!
From Mamadou SARR: Merci.
From ATM Zakir Hossain: Thank you so much for organizing the important event, I need to go now. Best regards.
From Ibrahim Adam Ali: Hi everyone,
From Majdi Alnajjar to Hosts and panelists: SMEs must have rules to join and develop.
From Rasim Abderrahim: Thank you very much for all your efforts all along. I need to leave now to jump to another important meeting. All the best.
From Abdul Waheed: thanks very impressive.
From Anushreedha Sivanandan: wow... well said.. Thank you.
From Dr Dandi Vasudha Rani to Hosts and panelists: Very informative.
From Ibrahim Adam Ali: Hi everyone, This is Ibrahim Adam Ali, Director General of Ministry of Commerce and Industries SW of Somalia and focal person of Climate Smart Agriculture Youth Network Somalia, gcsayn.somalia@gmail.com, www.csaynglobal.org, kindly share with us your contacts.
From Aisha Ahmed to Hosts and panelists: Good day to all, Aisha Ahmed, Murna Foundation, Nigeria.
From Arjunan Elayaraja Arjunan: good evening India.
From Marianne Beisheim to Hosts and panelists: no Sound!
From Abdul Waheed: hello everyone my next zoom meeting is going to start so anything contact WhatsApp me 00923332161801 or csunap@gmail.com. Abdul waheed from Pakistan.
From Ezeani Nwannedinamba: Any attendance.
From Davud RAHIMLÍ: Thank you.
From Arjunan Elayaraja Arjunan: Excellent presentation.
From Kimbowa Richard: me too.
From Sokkanathan Visvanathakkurukkal: Good evening V.Sokkanathan from Srilanka.
From Brahim HADDANE: Hi everybody glad to join from Morocco.
From Sam Maged to Hosts and panelists: 👑
From Arjunan Elayaraja Arjunan: We are working in the field of Mangrove Conservation.
From Charles Nouhan: Reminder: Please note that questions should be placed in the Q&A section, not the chat section. Chat is for you to communicate with each other, or share information relevant to this webinar. Thank you.
From Charles Nouhan: Please also note that we are not able at this point to take live questions, to raised hands cannot be taken. Thanks for understanding.
From kayanga peter: The organisers and presenters thanks but we another meeting kind.
From Halima Boubacar Fodi: S'il vous plait où se trouve la traduction?
From vijaykumar mopuri to Hosts and panelists: Arjun Elayaraja share youe Mail ID. vijaykumar hyderabad. vijaykumar.envi@outlook.com.
From Sokkanathan Visvanathakkurukkal: pl. could you share recording, I could not hear.

From Lucilene Morandi: Very good recommendations and remarks. Thank you.

From Dr Dandi Vasudha Rani to Hosts and panelists: This is Dr vasudha from Hyderabad India an educationist running various educational institutions, working on environmental awareness campaigns and projects among communities.

From Amparo Elisa Rojas Ramirez: Thank you!

From Pieter van der Gaag, ERF to Charles Nouhan (Direct Message): I am no longer in the train, but in a stable internet environment now. Caught the tail end of my video.

From Joseph DENOUGBETO: African countries struggle to achieve SDGs 14 and 15 because of the intensive pollution of Africa waters and lands and the offensive desertification caused by toxic pollutants, agricultural inputs..., Week regulations. One of the UNDP reports on SDG 14 says that organic and chemical pollutions from human activities continue to endanger Africa's marine ecosystem. To this end, it recommends strengthening institutional capacities to enforce laws and regulations relating to the sustainable use of marine resources. Life Under water is an important source of livelihood for many Africa countries, especially the small island Developing States. As for SDG 15, the report notes that loss of forest cover, biodiversity and land degradation remain high and widespread in Africa. This is mainly due to deforestation of lands for agriculture and grazing and climate change. Data shows that land degradation affects 46% of land and 65% of Africa's population, costing the region 9.3 billions dollars a year. Real action is needed.

From Charles Nouhan to Pieter van der Gaag, ERF (Direct Message): Great. We can bring you on for the Q&A.

From Medani Bhandari: Yes, that is excellent points.

From Dr Dandi Vasudha Rani to Hosts and panelists: Points well taken.

From FOBI MITERAND: my contact miterandfobi@gmail.com +237679966642, Cameroon.

From Amparo Elisa Rojas Ramirez: HB la traduction il me semble quelle est avec les subtitres, essaye.

From Pieter van der Gaag, ERF: If anyone would like to understand more about how on the ground restoration initiatives and regenerative agriculture initiatives are moving forward, please do visit www.erc.earth.

From Joseph DENOUGBETO: Il semblerait qu'il n'y a pas de traduction.

From Halima Boubacar Fodi: Merci, mais je n'ai pas trouvé.

From Shirleen Chin: For more information on ecocide, please visit www.stopecocide.earth or check us out on various socials including Instagram and LinkedIn.

From Samir Das to Hosts and panelists: Samir Kumar Das from IMAECSED, India congrats to all.

From Majdi Alnajjar: Would be great to connect and collaborate actively: http://linkedin.com/in/majesty-business-utvikling-majesty-business-utvikling-32891116

Majdi Alnajjar, Oslo, Norway.

From Zidane SATIGNON KUESSI: Thank you very much.

From Nicole Ignacio: hi everyone, connect with me on ig: @futuregen.ph & @ncleignc

From Ezeani Nwannedinamba: Thanks you.

From Rachael Misan-Ruppe: Great presentations by all the presenters.

From Gabriel Tripura: Greeting to all esteemed. sorry for being late due to Eid Holiday here. Gabriel Tripura, Bangladesh. g riel.tripura@gmail.com
09:33:24 From Hildur Palsdottir to Hosts and panelists: Will there be a recording from this important webinar shared with us after

09:33:40 From Majdi Alnajjar: Super excited presentation 🌷🌷

09:33:49 From Maamalifar M. Poreku: I am very happy to hear that there is lack of accountability of multilateral organisations. That is a very important point. They are contributing to the poverty especially in the supposed third world countries.

09:33:52 From Samir Das to Hosts and panelists: samir Kumar Das, IMAECSED, India congrats to all.

09:34:20 From Charles Nouhan: Yes, it will be shared via a link sent to you tomorrow via the Zoom platform.

09:34:34 From AKM ANISUR RAHMAN: Pooja are explaining about the real thing what is happening within some country like India and Bangladesh.


09:35:12 From Kimbowa Richard: Glad to hear about Debt justice to free resources for Sustainable development. Thanks

09:35:18 From Maamalifar M. Poreku: powerful presentation and very important

09:35:23 From marta benavides: Good inputs .. yet We should never work on reduction only... but only and as part of the eradication of poverty or inequalities. marta benavides - el salvador - Siglo XXIII

09:35:27 From Charles Nouhan to Engr. Abdul Qayyum and all panelists: Please also note that we are not able at this point to take live questions, to raised hands cannot be taken. Thanks for understanding.

09:35:34 From Brahim HADDANE: thanks the excellent presentation

09:35:35 From Joseph DENOUGBETO: Thank you very much

09:35:38 From marta benavides to Hosts and panelists: Good inputs .. yet We should never work on reduction only... but only and as part of the eradication of poverty or inequalities. marta benavides - el salvador - Siglo XXIII

09:35:49 From Iman AbdEl Al to Hosts and panelists: Bravo Puja

09:35:49 From Nadezda Kuzhuget to Hosts and panelists: Good morning everyone! Thank you for organizers for the event.

09:36:35 From Maria Fornella to Hosts and panelists: Excellent, Pooja. Thank you for addressing systemic financial injustice

09:37:08 From Iman AbdEl Al to Hosts and panelists: Please rewrite the speaker ‘s name while presenting

09:38:22 From Menchu Benavides Guijarro: Good point Marta Benavides, I am a Benavides too, Laudato Si Movement in UK now, though Spanish 😊

09:39:05 From Medani Bhandari: Corruption is really a big problem


09:42:24 From Charles Nouhan to Hosts and panelists: Hosts and panelists...thanks for your contributions. Please take a moment to view the questions in the Q&A section. Note that some are not questions per se, and others are quite broad and not necessarily best for us to answer today. Please however see if there is a question specific to your work and/or recommendations and kindly jump in to answer when we start the Q&A section at the end of the webinar. Thanks

09:42:32 From Ibrahim Adam Ali: good points, what is needed is collaboration with the organizations on the ground. we are still eager to have an international partner as to reach the country wide, in Somalia we did series SDG compaigns and Environmental education partnerships
with our schools and universities which are our flagships, the Climate Smart Agriculture Youth Network Somalia is willing your contributions, email: gcsayn.somalia@gmail.com

09:42:36 From Maamalifar M. Poreku: Yes implementation is the way to go because too many policies without action is discouraging

09:42:45 From Iman AbdEl Al to Hosts and panelists: Excellent David

09:42:45 From Ezeani Nwannedinamba: Thanks

09:42:47 From Tolede ADANMENOUKON: Thank you very much

09:44:34 From Sokkanathan Visvanathakkurukkal: weak waste management at urban areas damage the rural economy what are the remedies may be taken count?

09:46:44 From Medani Bhandari: This meeting has been very interesting and productive. All of scholars experts have bring vey important issues regarding the SDGs. Is there anyway to get PPTs

09:51:17 From Joseph DENOUGBETO: Thank you very much

09:52:05 From Tola Winjobi: send presentations to tolawinjobi59@gmail.com Thank you

09:52:33 From Varsha Ajmera: Great and rich conversations. Have to leave now. Thanks to all panellist and presenters and organisers for this wonderful opportunity.

09:53:17 From Iman AbdEl Al to Hosts and panelists: Li his: excellent peaceful solutions thank you

09:53:31 From Sam Maged to Hosts and panelists: Thank you for excellent panelist presentations

09:53:39 From Dr Sudhir Joshi: Kindly send presentations to sudhirjoshi5971@gmail.com

09:53:59 From Ibrahim Adam Ali: good point prof. about the governance

09:54:33 From Ibrahim Adam Ali: send the presentations gcsayn.somalia@gmail.com

09:57:18 From Marianne Beisheim to Hosts and panelists: You may also comment in writing in the QnA

09:57:39 From Sokkanathan Visvanathakkurukkal: It is great pleasure participating this Webinar thank you to all.

09:59:49 From Dr. David Horan, TCD & SF: Great point Pieter on need for multi-stakeholder approaches

10:02:01 From Justine Mwanje: What an informative and educative webinar. Many thanks.

10:02:46 From Trizah Eyanae: trizahnai@gmail.com

10:03:05 From Joni Carley to Hosts and panelists: Yes! Whole Earth Thinking

10:03:08 From Jana Boyd to Hosts and panelists: Please send presentations to jana.boyd@legacyglobalinitiative.com Thank you

10:04:58 From Amparo Elisa Rojas Ramirez: Thank you for this wonderfull Exchange!

10:05:26 From Marianna Leite: I highly agree with Prof Elisa Morgera on enabling plural solutions rather than upscaling one model that ‘fits all’ contexts and cases. I’d only argue that you still need an overarching human rights framework to bring it all together.

10:05:29 From Etta Jackson: I introduce you to our work many of these issues raised as an NGO at: www.icgc.ngo

10:05:31 From Pieter van der Gaag, ERF: Absolutely - the key lies in scaling out what works locally across the region - eg inspire neighbors of successful projects to adopt those practices. Data gathering in every day people terms can help there. And honestly: seeing how restored soils and ecosystems lead to better incomes really stimulate - locally

10:08:54 From Hildur Palsdottir: Failed leadership often symptomatic of lack of education and systemic disconnection from nature. Leader’s not understanding basic science.

10:09:27 From Krishna chandra Neupane: Good evening from Kathmandu and Good morning to you all. This is Krishna Neupane Local Government Association of Nepal ADCCN
10:13:20 From Diana Papademas: Academics are partnering with local, regional and global institutions to have better grounded data and implementation plans and programs.....we need collaboration across all sectors! We are at the State University of New York/Old Westbury...and are developing a Social and Environmental Justice Institute. I am the Global Center Director. We also are a UNAI Institution, and the Un and NGO’s and Civil Society can continue to collaborate to have better research and programs that might impact our political institutions. Thank you for the series.

10:13:26 From Marianna Leite: To corroborate the point Shirleen Chin is making about the Vanuatu initiative re ICJ advisory opinion, there is a similar initiative led by Chile in the Inter-American system. This was based on the ICJ example which shows the power of influence of actions of ‘coalitions of the willing’.

10:14:07 From Roy Campbell to Hosts and panelists: The saying goes that the UN has achieved large effects mostly only in small ways, however it has accomplished small measures in great ways. So look horizontally.


10:17:35 From Ezeani Nwannedinamba: Nice

10:17:41 From Lucilene Morandi: Thank you

10:17:50 From Joseph DENOUGBETO: Excellent

10:17:51 From Dr. David Horan, TCD & SF: Well said Jan Gustav!

10:18:06 From Menchu Benavides Guijarro: Bravo Jan Gustav!!!!

10:19:10 From Emmanuel Kwaku Kyere Diabour: Nice suggestion, as environmentalist what can we do to get far on this subjects.

10:20:00 From Uso Inteligente ASV AC, Birgilio Rivera: Thank you all for your actions, for all this learnings and for inviting us! Smart Use/Uso Inteligente for sustainable actions and projects

10:20:28 From Medani Bhandari: Wonderful thank you so much

10:20:30 From Dr. David Horan, TCD & SF to Hosts and panelists: Great panel and well done everyone! Lots to digest!

10:20:36 From Menchu Benavides Guijarro: Many thanks to all the panelists!!!! 😊

10:20:39 From vijaykumar mopuri: Is there any criteria where the clear priority is available with UN form each region and country where a clear government roll and people

Vijaykumar.Vijaykumar.envi@outlook, India

10:21:05 From Joseph DENOUGBETO: Thank you very much for organizing this important webinar

10:21:08 From janette marsh: Wonderful webinar!articulate and thoughtful conversations

10:21:15 From Magda Lanuza: Greetings from El Salvador in Central America

10:21:15 From Professor Lichia Saner-Yiu, CSEND to Hosts and panelists: thanks for a good sessio

10:21:25 From Medani Bhandari: I have noted my email before, one more time medani.bhandari@gmail.com

10:21:45 From vijaykumar mopuri: great learnning

10:21:49 From Maamalifar M. Poreku: Thank you Stakeholder Forum for this wonderful work you have done in sdgs

10:21:50 From Oleh Kokhan: Thank you

10:21:51 From Deisi Kusztra to Hosts and panelists: Excellent event!!! Thank you!!!! The World Family Organization is celebrating it &’th Anniversary today!!!!

10:21:54 From marta benavides: gracias .. marta